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1.
Once, there lived a young frog named Dreamko. He lived in a very
ordinary frog town in a completely inconspicuous swamp, which is still
located in Ukraine, near the city of Pripyat.
Our frog was a dreamer. Every night he looked at one bright and
beautiful Star, and imagined that it was also looking at him.
- I want to see my little Star as close as possible, and I will do
everything I can to reach it!
2.
He jumped on one day, and another... When he jumped onto the rye
field, he was surprised to see that there was a real flying saucer in the
middle of it!
Then, a real green alien jumped out of the spaceship. He was
very similar to our frog, only slightly taller.
3.
‘My name is Captain Kvaker,’ the stranger said politely.
‘I am Dreamko’ answered our frog.
Dreamko told Kvaker about his Star. And when night came and he
showed it in the sky, the alien said that this is where his grandmother
Kvakilda lives. He is happy to invite Dreamko to visit her.
Together they climbed to the Flying Saucer. So, the adventures started.
4.
When the spaceship got into open space Dreamko asked Kvaker a lot
of questions … All planets are different: - explained Kvaker - different
colors, sizes, and many other things. For example, I visited your planet

for the first time, and I often visited Zelin and Ruduk earlier. Zelin is all
green, there are many trees and grass. Ruduk is orange, almost all
covered with sand, I can't even imagine how the Cosmo-Cats live there,
"Kvaker frowned."
5.
Dreamko was hungry and Kvaker brought him to a space kitchen. A
small robot named Pit helped to imagine food. When Dreamko opened
his eyes, everything that was in his memories was in front of him. And
the chocolate cake, and the chary gravy, and even the table with the
tablecloth - just like at home. It wasn't just his Mom there.
6.
After a small rest in a guest cabin, Dreamko was looking for Kvaker.
‘Kva-a-ak,’ Drimko said and jumped at the same time. The nearest wall
became translucent. Behind it, there was the captain's ship's control
center with Kvaker inside. This was what was needed, the Frog boldly
went through the wall, and got inside.
7.
Suddenly the light on the ship went out, the siren sounded and the
ship's gravity failed.
‘What is happening?!!’ - Dreamko screamed.
‘It looks like we were attacked and taken as prisoners. Look’ - Kvaker
pointed to the porthole, which showed a giant ship in the shape of a
strange red cat. ‘These are real space pirates,’ said Captain Kvaker,
embarrassed.
‘Judging by the shape of the ship, we were unlucky. These are the
mysterious Cosmo-Cats from the Red Brotherhood.’
8.
'Space-Cats appear like ghosts out of nowhere and disappear into the
abyss of space as instantly as they appeared. The only thing that is
known about them, and good for us, is that they do not eat frogs!' said
Kvaker. Meanwhile, the frog ship came close to the pirate's, which
slowly opened a huge, cat-mouth-like hatch. After that, Captain
Kvaker's Flying Saucer fell into the middle of the pirate landing hangar.

9.
Frogs appeared in a room all covered with cat’s hair. Small iron miсe
sometimes ran across the room.
On the threshold stood a huge fat red Space-Cat. He had a bandana
tied around his head - red with a white pattern of crossed knife and fork.
The Cat was also wearing a black chef's hat. 'Welcome to the ship,' - he
said politely, bowing slightly. Our Frogs did not know what to say to
such audacity.
10.
The Space-Cat brought prisoners to the captain. 'I'm Captain
Meowtzap,' said the giant bird, clicking its beak. 'I have heard that
Space-Frogs from the planet Zelin invented something special. Some
kind of device that makes dreams come true ... Well, I would like to test
it.'
It was a cherished dream of an insidious bird. He knew perfectly well
that by wearing a "YAM" on his head, each frog could realize all his
desires. But how to use it if you are not a Frog?
11.
'Lend it to me, for a very short time, and I will let you go. After all, it is
not good to make a visit with 'empty paws'', - the pirate captain
continued and his beak was twisted by a mischievous smile.
'He is talking about 'YAM', Dreamko whispered. Kvaker nodded.
'Yes, there is such a device', said Kvaker, 'But what do you need it for?'
'Let it be my little secret', Meowtzap replied mysteriously.
12.
'Meowshik, take the prisoners to the guest cabin!' ordered the birdcaptain. All the cat's spaceship, as well as the guest cabin, was covered
with red cat's hair inside.
'There's a frog that looks like you!' said Dreamko excitedly.
'It's not just a frog,' replied Kvaker 'It's my long time ago lost father!
Professor Kvancus, the inventor of the device 'YAM'!' - cried Kvaker.

13.
At first Professor Kvancus couldn't believe that his son is truly close locked in the nearest cabin. He got up and walked slowly to the wall
behind our frogs.
'Kvaker, is that really you?!' he said excitedly.
'Yes, Dad,' said Kvaker, barely holding tears of joy, 'I'm so glad I found
you!'
14.
It was the right time to run together. Frogs called Meowshik, puffed out
their cheeks, and flew up to the ceiling. 'Anxiety! The frogs have
escaped!' cried Meowshik, addressing the message to someone on the
screen. Meanwhile, our Frogs, contrary to all the laws of gravity, flew
silently over Cat's head, barely restraining themselves from bursting out
laughing. Metal mice seemed to freeze at this time, waiting for the game
to continue.
15.
The next step was to rescue the Professor. Kvaker stood in front of the
door, and Professor by the power of his mind made a red cat's tail for
him. Then Kvaker waved his tail twice left and right, just as Meowshik
did, and said, 'Meow!'. The door opened immediately. Professor
Kvancus jumped out into the corridor and hugged his son.
'We must hurry!' Dreamko said a few seconds later. 'We need to find
our ship!'
16.
'I am ex-captain of this ship - Meowkhr. This bird told us - if we make
him a Captain he will help us to lose weight' said the Cat. 'But you,
dear, do not have real problems with excess weight - it's just a space
allergy.' Professor was surprised. 'And dear Meowkhr, I can say with
confidence that you are allergic to bird feathers. Just put your feathered
Captain in an insulator so that the ventilation of his cabin does not
match the ventilation of the ship. And you will feel better right tomorrow.'
17.

'This Frog is lying!' cried Meowtzap … 'We must check' said Meowkhr.
The chief engineer of the ship slightly closed his eyes. Water from the
ceiling poured directly into the center of the room. It took the form of a
pirate-bird-captain and captain's control center. Everything looked real,
only smaller…
18.
'My apologies' said Meowkhr. 'Please have dinner with me.’ As
they talked, a path led them to a red-yellow-green door with a spoon
and fork crossed on it. The picture was exactly like the emblem on the
pirates' bandanas. The Space-Cat meowed, the door opened and they
went inside.
19.
'Our kitchen makes the best healthy food for us!' said the Cat. A second
after these words, a bowl of something resembling oatmeal appeared
directly on the floor in front of him. Judging by the expression on the
cat's face, he expected something like this, but he did not feel any joy
from it. It appeared that Space-Cats were not pirates, but investigators
of different food traditions in the universe.
20.
Suddenly the siren alarmed all over the ship. One of the toy iron mises
bites Space-Cat into his tail. 'The Meowtzap escaped!! And he is
controlling our toy mise, they are attacking us!' cried Mewshik.
'Dreamko, you are the only one who can save us now.' said Meowkhr.
'Please take this green bandana and find this ugly bird! Wearing it you
will be in contact with all of us'
21.
Dreamko found Meowtzap near his small ship trying to escape. 'How
can I stop him?!' thought the Frog. 'I can help you to catch Meowtzap'
said the chief engineer, 'Just distract him!'. 'Ok', said Dreamko and
shouted. At that moment, the Cat silently crept up behind the Bird and
poured a jet of something black and liquid on him. Right in front of our
heroes, Meowtzap froze.
'Hooray!' cried Drimko. 'It's done!'

22.
'But what to do with the rest of the mice? They are still attacking us!'
asked the Cat. 'Don't worry, we will handle it with my friend Captain
Kvaker' Dreamko smiled .....'Two more are approaching from behind!
cried Kvaker when he saw that Dreamko did not have time to see the
enemy... For a while, it seemed that the iron rodents would never stop.
But within 2 hours, all the metal brawlers were caught and neutralized.
23.
It was time to say goodbye. Space-Cats in colorful bandanas have lost
a lot of weight in just the last two days, which made their joy limitless.
'Make a course on the planet Zelin!' Captain Kvaker ordered to the
onboard computer. 'Course is made!' a mechanical voice replied.
Kvaker, checked all the calculations, and put his palm on the
green panel with the word "Start". The ship went in an accelerated
hyperjump to the distant planet Zelin. There they were awaited by
Kvaker's beloved grandmother Kvakilda.

New adventures in - Part 2 ' The laboratory of extra green
technologies!'
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